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The proof of the connectedness of the group of symmetries given in [2, Sects. 5--7] 
is wrong by several fatal errors included in it. The reader should disregard the 
proof entirely. 

We present here a correct proof  of this statement by a different method. 
The notation and definitions will be those of [2-1. As in Sect. 5 we assume 

(1.1) a,  r G~ (a our chosen point in M).  

We put K = {g e G:g(a)= a} so that M = G/K = Ge/KnG ~. Let g and ~ denote the 
Lie algebras of G~ and K~ respectively. 

.q may not be semisimple but it is compact so g =3(g) G [g, g]. The action of G, 
on M is effective and then 
(1.2) 3 (g)c~f = {0}. 

Let ml be a complementary subspace of ~ in g such that Ad(K)m~ Cm~. We 
observe that 
(1.3) ~(g) Cm~ 

and also 
(1.4) t C [g, g] .  

Let now n be the orthogonal complement of ~ in [g, g] with respect to the 
Killing form in [g,g] and put m=3(g )~n .  It is Ad(K)-invariant and so we 
can take m instead of ml in g. Clearly 3(g) and rt are Ad(a,)-invariant. 

(1.5) Lemma. M = G  ffKnGe is simply connected. 

Proof. We clearly have Ke C Ge and then t p : ~  = G f f K e o M  is a covering manifold. 
Since MC V, we have an immersion ~o:~--.V and we can consider its total 

absolute curvature z(~o). If, as in [2], we call T(M) the total absolute curvature of M 
we have z(tp)= IT(M) where I is the number of sheets of tp i.e., the number of 
COmponents in KnG~. 

On the other hand Z(A7-/)= Ix(M) and so by [2, (8.3)] we conclude 

�9 (,p) = z( 2) 
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and so our immersion ~p is tight. Since ~p(]~r) C S(V) [I, p. 340 (3.2)] implies that q) is 
an imbedding and so Ke= Kc~Gr 

But nI(G,/K,) is abclian and therefore by [-2, (8.5)] we have hi(M)=0. [] 

We have now 
(1.6) Theorem. 3(g)=0. 

Proof. If 5(g)4=0 then we would have that nl(M ) is non-trivial which contradicts 
(1.5). We have then 

(1.7) Ge is semisimple. [ ]  

We may assume then that Ge is semisimple. 
Since M is simply connected we have M = M1 x ... x Mh where each M i is a 

quotient Mi--  Gi/K~ with Gi semisimple compact and K~ connected corresponding 
to a decomposition of g. 

g = g l ~ . . . @  gh, r = [ l @ . . .  ~ [ h  

Ad(~a)=0=01 ~ ... ~ Oh where 

Ii=~c~gi=gi ~ and 0i is an automorphism of odd order kilk which does not 
preserve any proper ideals in gi. (k is the least common multiple of k~,..., kh.) 

(1.8) Remark. It is important to notice that by our assumption ca r Ge w e  may 
think that Ad(aa) is outer. 

Proof of (1.8). We have some facts: 

i) Z(G,)= center of Ge is finite. 

ii) From (i) it follows [Aut(g)]~ = Int(g). 

iii) Let z :G~Aut (G)  be the adjoint representation. 

Ker Z = Centralizer of Ge in G. 

We shall show that if X(aa) = Ad(tra) ~ Int(g) then our manifold M was already 
considered in the first part (o'a e Ge) of [2]. 

Notice that, since aa and G~ generate G, we have 

x(G)= Int(g). 

Let us consider the compact differentiable manifold U = Int(g)/z(K) and put 
to = X(aa). Since it is central in x(K) we have to [x(K)] = [x(K)]. Put  ~ = I(to). The 
automorphism ~ satisfies 

[(Int(g)) v] ~ C x(K) C (Int(g)) r 

which follows from 

Sf((Int(g)) ~) = ~ = ~e(x(K)). 

Then U. has a regular s-structure of order k and furthermore we have 
a covering map n:M---.U because Z(Ge)/Z(Ge)nK acts properly discontinuously 
on M. 

Now the argument of [2, (2.3) (ii)] shows that x(K) has maximal rank in Int(g) 
and therefore by [3, p. 95 (4.1)] we have that U is simply connected. Then n is a 
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diffeomorphism which we may consider an isometry and also an equivalence of the 
s.structures. 

It follows that 

Z(G~)CKnG~ 

and therefore Z(G~) acts trivially on M which, since the action is effective, implies 

Int(g) gG~.  

Then there exists h ~ G~ such that 

x(h)--- to = x(o.)  

i.e., (h-~a,) e Ker 

and so we conclude that there is an element go ~ Ker X such that 

aa = hgo = go h. 

Now in our space 7, where we have the imbedding M ~  V, we may consider the 
subspace 

V1 = {v ~ V:gv=v Vg ~ (go)} ,  

where (go) is the subgroup of Ker Z generated by go. Since the elements in (go)  
commute with Ge we see that V~ is Ge-invariant and since go acts trivially on M 
(because go,[a=idM,) we have MC V~ and of course a , = h  in V 1. We see then that 
our extrinsic k-symmetric submanifold M is one of those considered in the first 
part of [2]. [] 

Since by (1.8) we have that 0 is outer (not inner) we see that at least one of the 0i's 
is outer. On the other hand each Mi is extrinsic k~-symmetric in V (by changing the 
0~ with s ~e 0 and then we may reduce our considerations to Mi. 

Put M = Mi, 0 = 0 i, k = k i. 
We can consider two cases namely 

(1.9) Every power of 0 not equal to the identity is outer. 

(1.10) There is a j : l  < j < k  such that 0 j is inner and 0 r is outer for r< j .  

In the first case [3,/,  (5.5) (5.10)] implies that either M = L x L x ... x L with L a 
compact, simple, simply connected Lie group or M = L x ... x L x B (s factors 
L~>_0) with L as above and B either Spin(8)/G2 or Spin(8)/(SU(3)/Z3). 

In the first case we have Ha(M , R)4:0 and this is also the case if s > 0  in the 
second situation. If, on the other hand, s = 0  and B =  Spin(8)/(SU(3)/Za) one has 
It2(M, Z ) ~ Z 3 .  For B=Spin(8)/G2 the computation of the homology is more 
Complicated but some odd dimensional integral homology group is non zero. 

These facts clearly mean that (1.9) is impossible since it would contradict 
[2, (8.5)]. 

Let us consider the case (1.10) with M = G/K. Again from [3, V, (5,2a), (5,2b)] we 
have g = ~1 t~. . .  @ i]/,, ( ~  ~ ~Vi) and O(bl . . . . .  b,) = (~pb,, bx, . . . ,  b , -  1) where b~ ~ ~i 
and tO is an automorphism of order s of ~1- Then k=l.c.m.(r, s). 
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If r >  1 the situation of (1.10) can only happen if 0 rt is inner for some t such that 
rt < k. Here ~0 = {tb . . . .  , b):b e ~*} and since Oa(bl,..., b,) = (~p'bl,..., q~tbr) we have 

~o"=~q,, ~ ... ~) ~q,~3go (1.11) 

In this case t he j  of (1.10) i s j=rt .  
Now, for y e M put zy = tr~ [j of(1.10)] and let V r = F(zy, V) and Ny = (F(zy, M))y 

(component of y). N r is a closed totally geodesic submanifold of M and since, by 
regularity, for each z eNy az and zy commute we see that Ny and Vy are 
az-invariant for each z e Ny. 

Put  flz = (azlNy) Vz e Ny. Clearly ~ is a symmetry of Ny at z with the induced 
metric and {fl2:z ~ Ny} is a regular s-structure of order j on Ny. 

It is not hard to see that  for each z e Ny, N~=Ny and V~ = V r and thai 
{(a~lVy):Z e Ny} makes Ny an extrinsic j-symmetric submanifold of Vy. 

Now (1.11) shows that for our chosen point a e M  Ad(aalVa) is an outer 
automorphism of g0J and so are all its powers except thej- th which is the identity. 
This transforms the case (1.10) in the (1.9) for Na C Vo and so again this case is not 
possible. 

Final Remark. This facts show that, for odd k, we can only have extrinsic 
k-symmetric submanifolds in the following situations: 

i) ao e G, (which implies G = Ge) 

ii) aa r Ge but Ad(aa) �9 Int(g). 

(In this case we can, by reducing the ambient space, write our manifold M as one of 
those in (i)). 
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